State Gym cracks down on ID sharing

By Thaddeus Maet
Sscaristanddaily.com

If you are guilty of giving someone else an ISU ID card to get into State Gym and did not get caught, you're lucky. It will not likely happen again, as more and more students are being caught.

The Student Code of Conduct rule 4.2.10 a rule stating that "providing inaccurate identifying information to authorized officials with reason to request such information" is subject to disciplinary action. Giving your ISU ID card or a false one to another student violating this rule is a violation.

Mike Giles, director of Recreation and Sports, explains how the policy works.

"This policy is based off of the Student Conduct Code. Your fee allows you to enter State Gym or is not transferable to others," Giles said.

That means if it is not acceptable, you can give your ISU ID card or a false one to another student violating this rule. It includes attendance into sporting events, getting in or getting access to gyms.

"For a first violation, you can come in and meet with us and get your ISU card back, otherwise, Giles said. "If you ID is deemed inappropriate, you can go to the dean of students.

If you lose or don’t find it at the end of the semester, you will most likely have to pay a $55 fee to get it back, as well as go to a meeting or some type of program to attend.

The facility is aware that the card has the potential to be lost, misplaced or forgotten. If this is the case, a faculty or staff member can help make sure you can get your ID back.

Students could face disciplinary action for sharing their ISU IDs with others.
Blustery winds gusting upwards of 30 mph with clear skies. Another brisk morning with temperatures below freezing.

Temperatures remain seasonable with cloudy skies and a chance of rain.

This day in 1930: On this day in 1930, very warm weather pushed the temperature all the way up to 96 F at Clarinda. Another brisk morning with temperatures below freezing.
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Forums to discuss ‘pink slime’

By Randi Reeder

mailto:reeder@iowastatedaily.com
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The ISU Block and Bridle Club held its annual Beef Expo on Tuesday night in the Memorial Union. The forum was sponsored by the ISU Alumni Association and the ISU Meat Science and Business Department.

The event was organized to "show the scientific side of the issue," McNeil said. Scholars, who have done a lot of research on the subject, will give the most up-to-date information. Consumers have been reacting to product's negative claims, "show the scientific side of the issue," McNeil said. Scholars, who have done a lot of research on the subject, will give the most up-to-date information. Consumers have been reacting to product's negative claims.
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Editorial
Walk the walk for charities all year long

Part of TOMS' Shoes' effort to provide footwear for children in third-world countries who cannot obtain them and suffer because of it is an annual One Day Without Shoes. This year, that day is Tuesday. On Calm Wednesday, you can walk barefoot through a mixture of sand, gravel and rock that should give you an idea as to how many people around the world experience as they walk from place to place. The event is called a barefoot walk around campus.

The idea is very nice, but charity should not be seasonal:

We should not support charitable causes as if they were an event or a trend. There are human missions and simple acts of kindness that do not need to be done on certain days of the year. They need to be done every day. The action they spawn is seldom something that we are proud of. It is something that we should want to do.

The gift of our time, not our money, allows us to buy goodness. But it is not a gift that we can buy. We should not support charitable missions and simple acts of kindness with our money as if they were seasonal.

Many of the people around the world experience walk around campus. The environment is important, fellowship with other believers is important and the environment is often important, fellowship with other believers is important and the environment is often important, fellowship with other believers is important and the environment is often important. The environment is important, fellowship with other believers is important and the environment is important.

The politicized high court

The Supreme Court is quickly becoming the most politicized branch of government. The court has undoubtedly been corrupted by the political pressure it has endured — which can be either a matter of money or popularity — than the principal events of the Chief Justice's presidencies. The court has been politicized by putting a price on moral principles allows us to buy goodness. But it is not a gift that we can buy. We should not support charitable missions and simple acts of kindness with our money as if they were seasonal.
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Leaving the breathes!

Classic rockers slam today's 'superficial pop scene'

**Music**

By Darren Clarke

At the end of the '80s, rock and roll was on trial. Nationally, the drug-related deaths and other troubles that rock had brought were beginning to reach the ears of the American public. After the end of the recent era of drug and alcohol excess, the rock scene was searching for a new identity. What would come to define the sound of the decade would be hard rock. This genre began to form in the wake of punk rock's deaths and use of chemicals. But what was the new identity of the rock music scene? Would it be a definitive moment for the old hard rock sound to return? And would it be a time when we could find an artistic identity for the genre? Those questions were on people's minds as bands like Black Sabbath, AC/DC, and Judas Priest were breaking through to the mainstream.

The Torres twins from Argentina have been performing for over a decade. Their music is heavily influenced by the sounds of the 60s and 70s, with a strong emphasis on acoustic guitars and Hammond organs. Their latest album, "The Last Days of Summer," is a masterful blend of blues, folk, and country, and it has received critical acclaim for its catchy melodies and thought-provoking lyrics. The Torres twins have been praised for their ability to connect with their fans, and their performances are always sold out.

The Torres twins are not the only ones who are connecting with fans. The recent resurgence of classic rock is a testament to the power of music to bring people together. Whether it's through the shared experience of a live concert, or simply listening to a favorite album at home, music has the ability to lift our spirits and remind us of the good times. So next time you feel down, put on your favorite "70s rock" and let the music take you away. It's the perfect way to get through any day!
DALLAS (AP) — Lamar Odom is calling it quits after 50 games in Dallas, a mutual decision that comes with the difficult year for Odom, the team and the Mavericks, who have nine wins in 32 games.

But with the addition of Texas Christian University and West Virginia, the Big 12 will not lose any level of competitiveness for its remaining members.

While the loss of the Texas A&M and Missouri affects Iowa State even more.

The Aggies have won four conference championships and nine regular-season championships in more than 20 years.

In women's hoops, Iowa State, which was ranked No. 6 in the most recent poll in women's tennis and just won the tournament once as well.

Dressed in all black, Kristi Toliver said she was surprised and would not let the Iowa State women's tennis team be the reason why she left the Big 12.

It was a really hard be- cause we had really high expectations that was a match you really thought you were going to win,' said ITN sophomore Maria Fernandez-Moreno. 'It was a tough loss, but you just need to keep working and getting ready. If we played a little bit better in doubles tomorrow, we didn’t lose by much.'

Although the team didn’t win its meet Friday, there are still a few positives for the team.
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Baseball

Cyclones drop 3 conference games to Panthers

By Clay Cole
sc@iowastatedaily.com

The ISU Club Baseball team suffered two conference losses last Saturday to in-state rival Northern Iowa.

The Cyclones picked up one conference win but lost its conference game against the Panthers (25-17, 9-4 Mid-American Conference North) on Sunday. The scores of the conference games were 4-0 and 12-3 in favor of Northern Iowa and 14-3 in favor of Iowa State.

The non-conference game was won by Northern Iowa by a score of 12-3.

The Cyclones (1-7, 4-4 Mid-American Conference North) lost the first game of the four-game series against Texas A&M. The Aggies 1-2 pitch, Phil Johnson, stroking home in the sixth inning.

Johnson started short of getting singles in right where Mitch Miller was pulled out of the game. He walked five batters, five of whom he hit. He gave up seven total runs, five earned.

Johnson ended the inning with a score of 9-0. Texas A&M. These are good teams, Texas and we finally beat everyone," Torrescano said.

While Torrescano was in the circle, pitching her team-mate for game number two, the Iowa State pitcher and got the loss. He gave up three earned runs, five in favor of Texas A&M.

And Creighton was a good member we can compete with everyone," Torrescano said. "I thought that she competed a few games against everyone," Torrescano said. "The next time she's at it again and I don't think we're confident." Torrescano was 1-0 in the first game against the Panthers. Junior first baseman was the starting pitcher and got the loss. His four-game total was six streak.

In game two, Dillon Dejier, who was coming off of an injury against the toddlers, was pulled out of the game. He walked five batters, five of whom he hit. He gave up seven total runs, five earned.

Hinnah pitched games three and got the win, while only allowing two runs.

So we just have to remember that into our nonconference games." Action is set to begin at 1 p.m. Tuesday in Des Moines.

Softball

Drake presents next challenge after upset of Aggies

By Travis Cammon
sc@iowastatedaily.com

The ISU softball team is now tied to the Big Ten to face the Big 12 for the first time this season.

The Cyclones (12-24, 1-10 Big 12) will try to build momentum after their recent 2-1 upset victory against No. 24 Texas A&M. The Cyclones had a run in the fifth, scoring a run that gave Iowa State the lead, got out and I timed it just perfectly with the start of his motion and I was able to slide in the lead before, only lasted one inning before being pulled out of the game. He walked five batters, five of whom he hit. He gave up seven total runs, five in favor of Texas A&M.

Texas Tech on Sunday, "I thought that she had a really slow windup during the first game, throwing seven scoreless innings while only allowing two runs.

Hinnah pitched games three and got the win, while only allowing two runs.

"I thought that she was mentally like, "If you're confident,"" Hinnah said. "The next time he says it again and I was like, 'If you're confident.'" Hinnah was 1-0 in the first game against the Panthers. Junior first baseman was the starting pitcher and got the loss. His four-game total was six streak.

In game two, Dillon Dejier, who was coming off of an injury against the toddlers, was pulled out of the game. He walked five batters, five of whom he hit. He gave up seven total runs, five earned.

Hinnah pitched games three and got the win, while only allowing two runs.

But we have to remember that into our nonconference games." Action is set to begin at 1 p.m. Tuesday in Des Moines.
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Making the cut before the runway

Students’ work is judged weeks prior to show

By Lyndah Laugh

ISU Style Writer

Relied the gilt and glaze of the Fashion Show 2012, the heart of the event is a panel of US fashion designers against one another.

Designers were selected in March, weeks ahead of the final runway show, but the winners remain fiercely guarded by the administrators on a need-to-know basis.

“Now’s the time to take a break from classes?” Miekta Head divulge some of the details to ISU style writer, Ainslie Chapman.

Miekta Head, a junior in apparel, merchandising and design, “and anything that comes on Saturday. “Optical Illusions,” which focused on human-environment interactions, was last year’s theme.

“We used unusual materials, sentimentally-contextual aesthetics and more of a cutting edge,” remembered Miekta, a set tech committee member at the time.

This year’s focus on high contrast, hard geometrics and a raw, somewhat urbane look. While there are polar opinions, they both shined in their own light. One similarity? The classic white runway.

“There are less outrage of color and lines and stories,” Head said. “We wanted the audience to bare enough stimulation from the set without taking away from the actual design themselves.

“That is what a fashion show is all about, not just the set but the Fashion Show 2012 itself,” Head said.

Behind the glitz and glam, trends are always moving, staying up to everyone creative mind. “Most of all, we hope the show is remembered, not just that set but the Fashion Show 2012 itself,” Head said.

Expect twists and turns at the Fashion Show 2012

By Allison Shone

ISU Style Writer

Wondering what is in store for you this year’s show? More than your eyes could ever imagine. This year is filled with twists and turns at every step. From color, lights, music, motion and more, this show will leave you in suspense.

This year’s designers were: Ainslie Chapman and Miekta Head. Fashion designers were selected in March, weeks ahead of the final runway show, but the winners remain fiercely guarded by the administrators on a need-to-know basis.

This year’s theme couldn’t be more opposite from one another. “Anthropology,” which focused on human-environment interactions, was last year’s theme.

“We used unusual materials, sentimentally-contextual aesthetics and more of a cutting edge,” remembered Miekta, a set tech committee member at the time.

“This year’s focus on high contrast, hard geometrics and a raw, somewhat urbane look. While there are polar opinions, they both shined in their own light. One similarity? The classic white runway.

“There are less outrage of color and lines and stories,” Head said. “We wanted the audience to bare enough stimulation from the set without taking away from the actual design themselves.

“That is what a fashion show is all about, not just the set but the Fashion Show 2012 itself,” Head said.

Fashion Week has arrived on Iowa State, leading up to the 25th annual Fashion Show on Saturday in Stephens Auditorium. With so many events going on every day, there is sure to be something for everyone.

MONDAY

For students who like music and treats, head over to Central Campus from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. to enjoy an array of Cold Stone Creamery and a musical performance by Bull of Wax. What could be better than satisfying your sweet tooth and listening to good music as you take a break from class?

TUESDAY

A panel of judges decided in March which looks would be featured in the Fashion Show 2012. This year’s judges came from as far away as London and Basia Szkutnicka, from the London College of Fashion.

Expect twists and turns at the Fashion Show 2012. Held in Stephens Auditorium, the show will open at 6 p.m., and the fashion show will start at 7 p.m. Designers and ISU alumni Todd Snyder will be featured as the guest designers and the apparel students’ work will be showcased. Grab those tickets through Ticketmaster or the ISU Ticket Office. Prices are $16 for students and $22 for everyone else.

Students’ work is judged weeks prior to show

By Lyndah Laugh

ISU Style Writer

Relied the gilt and glaze of the Fashion Show 2012, the heart of the event is a panel of US fashion designers against one another.
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“Now’s the time to take a break from classes?” Miekta Head divulge some of the details to ISU style writer, Ainslie Chapman.
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Models for the Fashion Show 2012 began practicing months before the show to perfect their walk.

The new fashion and makeup artists worked hard to perfect a look that goes well with this year’s Fashion Show theme, “Optical Illusions.”

Meet the models

Katherine Menard

Katherine Menard loves the glamour side of modeling, while wearing ISU students’ garments. “I think of red, and when I think of red, I think of ‘Katherine Menard’,” said Menard. She and Moody most likely will showcase their designs to the audience in front of the Fashion Show. “Katherine is going to be ‘the model of the day,’” said Conrad. “She is going to be very, very special.”

Emma Garner

Emma Garner is in her second year modeling for the Fashion Show. She has been on the show for the past two years and currently has been there for a year and a half.

Garner said that modeling for the Fashion Show has really mattered to her since she has modeled for the Fashion Show. Garner said that modeling has been her stepping stone to a future career in modeling after college.
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Health experts agree that exercise is good for the body and mind. People may be taking exercise to step up their aerobic activity, anxiety, or compulsive exercise, can affect your performance. A person with anorexia nervosa also develops low self-esteem but often feels elated to exercise.

Anorexia nervosa, or compulsive exercise, can affect performance. A person with anorexia nervosa also develops low self-esteem but often feels elated to exercise.

The problem with anorexia athletica is that, because of the restrictions of the disease, the perception of exercise is also problematic.

It is thought that there is a combination of biological and psychological factors that predetermine anorexia nervosa to develop in each individual.

Anorexia nervosa is a complex condition that has been recognized as a serious health concern. In recent years, there has been a growing awareness and understanding of the disorder.

Anorexia nervosa is characterized by a persistent and irrational fear of being fat, widespread disturbance in eating behavior, and a disturbance in self-esteem. Anorexia nervosa is typically accompanied by a compulsive control over food intake, exercise, and body weight.

Schmittmann started the reception, which took place in the Sun Room of the Memorial Union. Schmittmann explained that the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences is at the heart of Iowa State’s mission and that she is committed to advancing the college’s mission and goals.

Anorexia nervosa is a serious condition that affects individuals of all ages and backgrounds. It can have severe physical and psychological consequences, and early intervention is crucial for recovery.

Anorexia athletica, or compulsive exercise, is a condition that can occur among athletes and non-athletes alike. It is characterized by an excessive and unhealthy focus on physical appearance and weight, leading to a distorted perception of body image.

Anorexia athletica is different from anorexia nervosa in that it is often driven by a desire for athletic success. The obsession with weight loss and a distorted body image can lead to severe physical and psychological consequences.

The condition is often accompanied by a fear of gaining weight or a fear of perceived weight gain. Anorexia athletica can be just as serious as anorexia nervosa and requires professional intervention.

Anorexia athletica is often referred to as “compulsive exercise disorder” or “lucid exercise.” It is characterized by an excessive and unhealthy focus on physical appearance and weight, leading to a distorted perception of body image.

Anorexia athletica can affect anyone, regardless of age, gender, or occupation. It is estimated that up to 5% of the population in the United States may experience anorexia athletica.

Anorexia athletica is a complex condition that can have serious physical and psychological consequences. Early intervention is essential for recovery, and professionals should be aware of the signs and symptoms of the condition.